The Unconventional Training On Request (TUTOR) was designed by an inter-service team of Special Operations veterans. TUTOR is a powerful, tech-based conduit to provide traditional classroom training in a non-traditional manner to sustain and enhance your skills. The Unconventional offers customized courses and tutoring, specifically designed by your assigned DLT Coach, that you can access 24/7 based upon your availability. TUTOR virtual classrooms can facilitate 1 on 1 instruction or multiple student ratios alike.

TUTOR delivers your Distance Language Training-LIVE through a web-based platform that is compatible with your personal computer, tablet, or smartphone. This gives you the flexibility to train at any time with advanced real-time video conferencing, audio chat, text chat, file sharing, virtual whiteboard, and screen sharing. Instructors will tailor your training to support your specific operational/career objectives with subjects including OPI/DLPT prep, Foreign VIP Visitor prep, PMT prep, ADVON/PDSS prep, and LET/ISO prep.

DLT powered by TUTOR is an immediate solution to current training challenges brought on by COVID19. Continue to conduct required language, culture, and regional expertise while mitigating the risk/resstrictions of traditional classrooms.

Languages Offered:
Modern Standard Arabic, Egyptian, Levantine, Persian, Farai, Dari, Pashto, French, German, Russian, Lithuanian, Ukrainian, Japanese, Thai, Tagalog, Portuguese, Chinese Mandarin, Korean, Indonesian, Urdu, Spanish, Serbo Croatian, and others upon request.

Testimonials:
"Flexible & reactive instruction that allowed me to train anytime, anywhere."
- SOCOM Student

"Has been the best language platform I have used in my 10 years of being in Special Forces."
- Special Forces Soldier

Please contact your Command Language Program Manager for a TUTOR application and email DLT@theunconventional.com
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